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Abstract: 
 
In this world needs to consider the elective asset of the ability of the work which is separated from traditional 

vivacity assets (biogas, coal and so on). The main valuable things in the world are done by solar energy & huge 

capability of environmentally friendly power. India has a tremendous potential for creating green power from 

the environmentally friendly power sources. For advance development of power production in from renewable 

energies, the public sectors in India try in their best to set up a strong alternative resource. Prime minister was 

announced a scheme for renewable energy which has framed by Jawaharlal Nehru National Solar scheme. This 

scheme has set a good objective to build up 25,000 MW projects in various sites in India like some unique 

steps following as (a) lifelong strategy; (b) enormous scope organization objectives; (c) management (d) 

homegrown creation in crude materials segments, therefore to expert in the framework similarity by 2024. In 

this study plan is help for improvement the target and. A solar energy preliminary diagram is given by ours 

paper. It surveys the present status of solar energy as far as present limit, alongside authentic patterns of sun 

powered energy and future capability of an alternate type of renewable energy. 
 

Keywords: Solar Plan, Renewable Energy and Management, Future scope of renewable 

energy, Solar energy description & solar perspective in India. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The most testing thing before the world is the manner by which to satisfies the necessity of energy. Because of 

the impediment of the regular assets, the world needs to consider the substitute wellspring of resource. 

Presently in large portion of nations are trying to improve their renewable assets and secure power stability. In 

the environmentally friendly power assets, sun-oriented energy assumes a significant job & it’s a huge amount 

of wellspring of energy. In the Cosmos, Sun is the only one which has remarkable energy source furthermore 

delivering huge amount energy for utilization in our Earth. The great mission which is related to solar which is 

more significant to evolute energy security challenges for both state and central govt. In this study 

administrative has tried to improve their adequate abilities to create enough amount of solar energy and other 

renewable energy. It’s very big challenge for set-up station of conventional energies. Because the capital cost 

of them is too much high. But time has come to replace our energy source because of huge pollution in 1.3 

billon population’s country. One of the most benefit for India is that it belongs in tropical regions so solar 

index is too much high as well as daylight is accessible for long hours. In present, Nation tried to introduce 

limit in the amount of 89.783 GW. In this 65.6% from thermal, 13.3% from hydro plant from atomic is 3.2% & 

remaining 14% from sustainable power resources as on July, 2018. Thus, Indian force area is essentially 

founded on petroleum derivatives, with around three-fifths of the total capacity, creating stores of coal. 

Thermal power station emits too much poisonous smoke gases 
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just like NO, CO, SO2 which are brilliant to wellbeing and climate. In most recent couple of many years’ 
Indian government has found a way to diminish the utilization of petroleum product-based energy and 

advance sustainable power age. 
 

II. Solar Prospective in India 
 

In 1982 central govt. first has given to the nation a ministry of renewable energy. Because of renewable 

resources, solar as well as wind is easily acceptable & climate favour. Breeze energy frameworks are not 
appropriate at the all times because wind speed is not always same and it’s always more capricious than 

solar energy. It is the main environmentally friendly power asset which is accessible in the vast majority 

in the world. Indeed, it can actually accessible prospective which is a lot higher than the current complete 
essential power interest . Solar potential in our nation is showed by the table II. Force area is important for 

contributing essentially of nation’s financial movement. Force area requires too more helpful part for 

characterizing, figuring & executing of examination ventures with inclusion of total resources to extent 
advantage arrives at a definitive consumer. In India, here is a chance to lift up hole between the energy age 

and utilization. Our nation has an extraordinary prospective for sunlight based force & the fundamental 

total cost is around 5000 trillion/year. Sun oriented radiation episode over India is equivalent to 4–8 

KWh/m
2
 in each day yearly emission is going under1300–2500 KWh/m

2
 . Under the scheme of the nation 

everything will be shown by the table no I. In case of India , it has 260–320 away from days and 2500–
3400 hours of daylight for each year . Nation’s power can try to fulfil their need by occupying the region 

of 4000 square km which is more equivalent to 0.17% of total nation’s land. 
 
 

TABLE. I. THREE PHASE APPROACH     

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Application Type Phase-I Phase-II Phase-II I 

 2012-15 2015-19 2019-24 
       

Off-grid applicat ions  300M W  1200M W  2500M W 

       

Util ity grid power  2,000- 3,000M W  3,000- 5,000M W  24,000M W 

       

solar therm al collectors  9 million m
2 

 18 million m
2 

 23 million m
2 

area       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

solar RPO 0.375% -------------------- 3.75% 

   

 

   

solar lighting systems  ------- ----- ---- - ---------------------  25Million  
 
 
 

 

III. Solar Power Description 
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The public authority of the nation is attempting for improvement some portion of vitality age from the 

solar energy and dispatched it to the dedicated mission. Under the beginning of 1
st

 phase of 250 scheme, 

PM has stressed about significance of the mission as: “Of the significance; mission isn’t simply restricted 

to giving enormous scope network associated power. It can give too much effort for changing our Indian 

rural economy. Presently, a new feature is add-on off grid solar system with high technology which is 

easier to deliver the energy to residential. In case of India, first remember the economy situation, so solar 

energy supply must be planned with same condition. Under this mission if it will totally complete then 

99% houses as well as some colleges, universities totally depend on solar energy. 
 
TABLE II. Solar Station Power in India 

 

TYPE  Energy (MU)  POWER (MW) 

Availability  1,040,776  151,153 
 

 

 

 

 

Requirement 1,065,567 154,132 
 

 

 

 

 

Shortage 24,791 2,979  

 

In this present the production limit of solar energy should be increased as much as possible. The main aim 

to convert from non-renewable energy to renewable energy as much required from future gold. 
 

IV. Renewable Energy’s Future Scope 
 

An undertaking advancement of 150 MW limit of network (under 44 KV) associated sun oriented tasks of 

150KW to 2.5 MW which have additionally be chosen. It’s between 160-210 MW, sun oriented force will 

introduce into the nation by October, 2012 . Before end of November, 2014,Introduced framework 

associated sun oriented force had expanded to 2,654MW.So it hopes for introducing an extra energy 
11,000 MW by 2018 & an aggregate of 25,500 MW by 2022.In table III. Gives state appropriation of 

environmentally friendly power age, the provisional objective set by the service of new and sustainable 

power under the twelfth monetary arrangement. Sun oriented city is required to draw in speculations 

worth Rs. 3500 crore in the main stage. Four areas just like sun , biomass, tidal & wind which have 

marked a with some notice of comprehension for setting up their units . These organizations will be the 

anchor units in the sun powered city and have a consolidated limit of 1705 MW. Kerala solar limited try to 

execute 2 activities which has each 3 MW power limits & granted 3
rd

 undertaking of similar limits as of 

late. The solar park , which is situated in Gujrat, just have been executed by promised power flexibly to 

country areas. Central govt want to lift up this objectives under the mission which takes to lift-up from 22 

GW to 110 GW. It will receive three phases come nearer around 2011 to 2022. 
 
 
 
 

V. Renewable Resources Chart 
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In India most of areas get great sun based radiation 3-8 kWh/sqm/day. In case solar energy some unique 

ideas have been proposed which is around 38,000km
2
 or (17,450 mile

2
) Thar desert has been chosen for 

best collection of solar energy just around of 800 to 2500 GW. Forceful offers the solar mission India has 
delivered lattice interface in MW measured station creating under 19 $ pennies for every KWh which is 
most minimal on the plane  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Title: Chart of production energies [3] 
 

VI. Plan And Management Of National Wind Energy 
 

At the starting of 21
st

 century, India can’t think about that it will become as a leader of plan & 

management of wind energy strategy. Govt. has proposed a mission for setting up various stations 65,000 

MW capacity-scale. As per Indian statistics reports,(2017) this programme will be finished before the end 

of 2023. The potential of conventional energies in India as on 21.05.2017 is audited at 1,80,955 MW is 

wind power.22,241 MW is hydro power.20,432 MW is the capability of bio- energy and rest of amount 

mainly utilizes in organic energy. 
 

 

VII. Solar Station 
 

Central Govt has decided to establish parks in various states as well as in unique location. But govt now 

once focus on solar energy. Because it can’t be create any pollution means zero pollution and green house 

gases production also be reduced for that. Each station of renewable energy should be maintained 

production capacity in 750 MW. In 365 days, most of the days is bring sunny, so production can’t be 

compromised. So it’s benefited for india. 
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Fig. Solar Park [1] 

 

• Solar Park Construction 

 

In this paper we have tried our best to elaborate how a solar park or solar station can be constructed. A 

scheme has been notified by central. Govt. for setting up 29 solar parks. Each park capacity can be 

maintained within 750 MW. In this scheme govt. want to propose a strong plan for developing solar parks 

in next 7 years. Govt. thinks that base cost of each solar park has been around 0.89 cr. per MW. In this 

paper following table represents of various solar parks in India. 
 

Table III. Solar Park Construction  
 

SL NO. State  Capacity Location 
   of Solar  

   Park  
   (approx.)  

   In MW  
  

 

  

a. Gujarat 750 Near statue of unity 

  

 

  

b. Telangana 1500 Nagar 

  
 
  

c. Madhya 780 Gwalior 

 Pradesh    

  
 
  

d. Andhra 2200 Visakhapatnam 

 Pradesh    
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It’s mainly done by Central of Government. A committee is working for under-going plans under the govt. 

State govt. will assign a regional office to check and completion of the solar station work. It is to manage 

the cost of monetary help by Government of India to set up sun-based station with a focus to encourage 

for production of foundation fundamental to install a newly sun-based force ventures regarding 

designation of land, transmission and clearing lines, permission streets, attainable quality of water and 

others, in an engaged way. 
 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this study a briefly talk about the investigation of solar energy. India has a lot of lopsided in power creation. 

Creation is less and utilization is without question. Sun oriented force is a generally excellent alternative in 

India to build power creation. This is likewise awesome for our ecological security and financial turn of events. 

Sun based force is a limitless wellspring of energy and our nation additionally give a reasonable atmosphere to 

it yet a very innovative idea to build effectiveness, abatement creation tariff. Our administration dispatches a 

few plans for creation of sun-based force and accomplishes a few triumphs however we need schooling and 

exposure in the public eye for these plans so that individuals show some drive for utilizing environmentally 

friendly power nearest traditional fuel resources. An arrangement has made venture cordial market in the 

nation for a whole scope of exercises declared under the Mission. 
 

Alternative renewable energy is very needed in future for India. 
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